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                        Food and drink on campus
            Learn more about the cafes, restaurants and bars on campus as well as the social spaces where you can have your food delivered.
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Where to eat

Find out where you can get food and drink on the Sussex campus.
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Our sustainable values

Find out about our sustainability work, plastic-free pledge and more.
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Meet the future of food

Get the Uni Food Hub app for promotions, events and click-and-collect food or delivery.








What's on offer

From the healthy options in our meat-free cafe and our great value Sussex Saver range to tasty burritos or locally-sourced bread and sweet treats, we want good food to be one of the cornerstones of campus life here at Sussex.

We want to build and nurture communities through welcoming spaces to eat together, menus which embrace international cultures, and innovative and sustainable practices.

Our goal is to deliver high standards and uphold ethical practices throughout the supply chain with a service that aligns with our values of kindness, collaboration, integrity, courage and inclusion.




Food and drink outlet opening times

Find out when campus cafes are open, including seasonal opening hours.

View opening hours







Food news
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                    An appetite for sustainability: how Eat Central is going greener

            20 March 2024

            The redevelopment of Eat Central will include sustainable touches in line with our ambition to be one of the world's most sustainable universities.                            
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                    Get Involved in the Student Food Takeover!

            19 March 2024

            Do you have a dish that deserves to be shared with the world? Are you passionate about bringing the flavours of home to our university campus?                            
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View this post on Instagram




A post shared by SussexUniFood (@sussexunifood)















Ordering catering for a meeting or event

If you are a member of staff with a cost code, you can order food and drink using our hospitality portal.

The University of Sussex Students' Union offer a delivered catering service around campus, as well as vouchers for their outlets.

You can also order delivered catering from IDS Bar & Kitchen in the Institute of Development Studies – email cateringrequests@ids.ac.uk or call 01273 915605.





You might also be interested in:

	other facilities on campus
	downloading our campus map
	shops, bars and cafes on campus run by the Students’ Union.
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